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Detail 6013 / € 150

Detail 6012 / € 150

Detail 6011 / € 150

Detail 6010 / € 120

Detail 6009 / € 120

ex 6008 / € 80

6007 / € 80

6005 / € 100 ex 6004 / € 100

6006 / € 150
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6001  0/1
/6/4

1919, unused/ mint never hinged and used collection with some covers including Mi.-Nr. 
1-11 (without 10k.) on two covers, later issue also with multiples, gutter pairs etc., in 
addition some forgeries, many signed Davydoff, Hoffmann, Rucins etc.,   300 

Latvia - Issued Stamps

6002  1918, Women with ears of corn on their arms in front of the rising sun 5 k., black ink 
drawing, partly touched up with opaque white, on thin carton (104x147mm), signed on 
reverse, a very attractive item, unique  200 

6003  Acorn branch and Corn bundle in front of the rising sun 20 k., black ink drawing, partly 
touched up with opaque white, on thin carton (102x147mm), signed on reverse, a very 
attractive item, unique   200 

6004 1P 2 Sun pattern 5 k. black on map and vertical pair carmine printed on map side, without gum, 
the pair light bend, otherwise fine  100 

6005 1P 1 5 k. orange as colour proof on map paper, mint never hinged, fine  100 

6006 1 4/2 5 k. carmine, block of four printed on both sides, without gum, fine  150 

6007 1 2 5 k. carmine, block of six with large and attractive paper fold, without gum, fine  80 

6008 1DD 2 5 k. carmine, single with double print, one horizontally on map, and single and pair with 
double overprint, one inverted on blank paper, without gum, fine  80 

6009 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map N15 Mitau, mint never hinged, fine  120 
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Detail 6021 / € 120

Detail 6016 / € 120

Detail 6015 / € 150
Detail 6014 / € 150

Detail 6020 / € 120

Detail 6019 / € 80Detail 6018 / € 80

Detail 6017 / € 120
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Detail 6024 / € 150

Detail 6023 / € 150

Detail 6022 / € 120

Detail 6025 / € 150

Detail 6029 / € 100Detail 6028 / € 120

Detail 6027 / € 120

Detail 6026 / € 150
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Detail 6035 / € 120

Detail 6034 / € 150

Detail 6033 / € 150

ex 6036 / € 80

Detail 6032 / € 150

Detail 6031 / € 120Detail 6030 / € 100
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6010 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map 016 Ponedele, mint never hinged, folded three once 
vertically and horizontally, minor wrinkles in the margin, otherwise fine  120 

6011 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P14 Üxkül, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6012 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K18 Telsze, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6013 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R14 Erlaa, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6014 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U15 Rjeshitza, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6015 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map N14 Schlok, mint never hinged, bottom sheet margin few 
wrinkled, fine  150 

6016 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map S15 Kreuzburg, mint never hinged, folded vertically and 
horizontally, otherwise fine  120 

6017 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R15 Kokenhusen, mint never hinged, bottom and sheet 
margin creased, otherwise fine  120 

6018 1 4/2 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R16 Buschhof, without gum, fine  80 

6019 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U17 Puscha, mint never hinged, folded several times, few 
toned spots, otherwise fine  80 

6020 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map Q16 Groß Salwen, mint never hinged, margin with small 
tears and wrinkles, otherwise fine  120 

6021 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T15 Warklany, mint never hinged, folded once vertically and 
horizontally, otherwise fine  120 

6022 1 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map T14 Alt Luban, mint never hinged, few wrinkles and minor 
tears in the margin only, small rust spots at top, otherwise fine  120 

6023 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M17 Kurszany, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6024 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map M16 Zagory, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6025 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map P19 Poniewiez, mint never hinged, few perforation 
separations, otherwise fine  150 

6026 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K17 Siday, mint never hinged, few perforation separations 
in the outer margin only, otherwise fine  150 

6027 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map N18 Szadow, mint never hinged, few perforation splits and 
small part of margin missing, otherwise fine  120 

6028 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map O17 Ponedel , mint never hinged, few perforation splits and 
tining part of margin missing, otherwise fine  120 

6029 2 3/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map K18 Telsze, used, some perforation seperations, otherwise 
fine  100 

6030 2 3/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map U17 Puscha,  used, some perforation separations 
strengthened, otherwise fine  100 

6031 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map L19 Worny, mint never hinged, fine  120 

6032 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R17 Oknißta, mint never hinged, minor perforation splits 
in the margin, otherwise fine  150 

6033 2 0/4 1918, 5 k. red, complete sheet on map L17 Wieksznie, mint never hinged, fine  150 

6034 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map L18 Lukniki, mint never hinged, fine   150 

6035 2 0/4 5 k. red, complete sheet on map R17 Oknißta, mint never hinged, few stamps with gum on 
front, small perforation separations, otherwise fine  120 

6036 8B 3/4 1919, 10 k. perforated center stamps on one side, four complete sheets, each used, scarce, 
fine  80 

6037 15-23P 2 3-75 k. black on chalky paper, without gum, fine  200 

6038 ex 15-
23P 

2 3-75 k., 18 proofs, mostly on multicolored paper, including two blocks of four, without gum, 
three used, fine  150 

6039 15-16, 
18-19P 

2 3-5 and 15-20 k. black on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  
80 

6040 15, 17, 19,  
21P 

2 3 k. lilac, 10 k. blue, 20 k. orange, 35 k. brown and 50 k. lilac, four singles and 3, 20 and 35k. as 
block of four, printed on both sides, on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, fine
  200 
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6044 / € 150
ex 6043 / € 100ex 6042 / € 80

ex 6040 / € 200

ex 6039 / € 80ex 6038 / € 150ex 6037 / € 200

6060 / € 150

6059 / € 150

6058 / € 150

ex 6057 / € 250

ex 6055 / € 250

6054 / € 120

ex 6052 / € 200ex 6051 / € 100ex 6050 / € 80 6064 / € 80

6063 / € 806062 / € 1506061 / € 150

6045 / € 80

6046 / € 100

6065 / € 150
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6041 16-18P 2 5-15 k. black on ordinary paper, each as pairs within a horizontal strip divided by gutters 
between the different denominations, without gum, folded in the gutters and small tear in 
right gutter, otherwise very fine, a unique and spectacular item
Reference: “Lettland - Die Briefmarken in Rubel-Währung 1918-22”, 

Harry v. Hofmann Verlag (1998)  1000 

6042 17, 19, 
21P 

2 10 k. blue (two singles), 20 k. orange and 35 k. brown on multicolored label paper, with clear 
double print, without gum, fine  80 

6043 20, 23P 2 25 k. in three different colors/shades and 75 k. green as proof on ordinary paper, without 
gum, fine  100 

6044 23P 2 75 k. orange next to center only on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, fine
  150 

6045 23P 2 75 k. green and violet, frame only, on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, the 
green one small stains, otherwise fine  80 

6046 23P 1 75 k. lilac/orange and green/orange on honeycomb watermarked paper, without gum, fine
  100 

6047 24P 2 Issue for North-Latvia, 10 k., six proofs, dark-blue on thin paper, black on thin and thick 
paper imperforated, on thick paper perforated on two sides, black on ordinary paper and on 
green paper, unused without gum, the one on ordinary paper small surface rub, otherwise 
fine  200 

6048  6 10 k. on Ober-Ost postal stationery „C154“, unused, scarce, fine  150 

(Photo = 1 16)
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Designer Ansis Cirulis

ex 6047
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6053 / € 806048 / € 150

6081 / € 120

6122 / € 100

6121 / € 100

6123 / € 100

6157 / € 806156 / € 100
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6049 25-27P 2 Liberation of Riga 5-15-35 k. black, one below the other with digits „15“ and „5“ to the 
left of the stamp design, on chalky paper, without gum, very scarce and attractive, vertical 
crease at right and small thin spot at top, well away from stamp design, some thin age spots, 
otherwise fine  1000 

6050 25-27P 2 5-35 k. black on chalky paper, without gum, signed, fine  80 

6051 25-27P 2 5-35 k. black on ordinary multicolored paper, without gum, fine  100 

6052 25-27P 2 5-35k. as singles with one additional single of 35k. and pair of 15k. on multicolored label 
paper and 15 and 35k. on red label paper, without gum, fine  200 

6053 25P u.a. 6 5-35 k. black on chalky paper with additional franking tied by cds. „LATWIJA 27.10.19“ to 
local cover, some ageing spots, otherwise fine  80 

6054 32P 0 1st Anniversary of Independence 10 k., frame in original color on parchment paper, from the 
upper right sheet corner, mint never hinged with same adherence in the margin only, small 
crease in margin only, very fine, scarce  120 

6055 33-35 2 10k.-1 rbl., archive proofs resp. 1rbl. printed on blue banknote paper, imperforated horizontal 
pairs, without gum, rare, few minor bends, otherwise fine  250 
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ex 6085 / € 1806083 / € 120

ex 6071 / € 120ex 6070 / € 80

ex 6069 / € 400

6068 / € 1506066 / € 80

6080 / € 80

6076 / € 100

6075 / € 1006074 / € 200

ex 6072 / € 100

6073 / € 80
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6056 33U 1 10k. imperforated from the bottom sheet margin, unused, with numerator „13“ on reverse, 
a fine copy of this very rare stamp with only one sheet sold over the counter as normal 
stamps. All the stamps were later numbered on reverse from 1-78
Reference: “Die Briefmarken in Rubel-Währung 1918-1922”, page 127, Harry v. Hofmann (1998) 1000 

6057 36-38 2 Liberation of Courland 10-35 k., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, 
rare, fine  250 

6058 36P 2 10k. black frame / blue background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

6059 36P 2 10 k. green frame / brown background on white chalky paper, with left sheet margin, without 
gum, scarce, small thin spot, otherwise fine  150 

6060 39P 2 1 rbl. green frame / blue background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

6061 39P 2 1 rbl. brown frame / red background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and Soldier‘s 
Council bills, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

6062 39P 2 1 rbl. green frame / wine-red background printed on unfinished 5 rbl. Riga Workers‘ and 
Soldier‘s Council bills, without gum, scarce, fine  150 

6063 42P 2 1920, First Constitution Assembly 50k. light-red, imperforated on white smooth paper, 
without gum, fine, rare  80 

6064 42P 2 50k. blue, imperforated on white smooth paper, without gum, fine, rare  80 

6065 42P 2 50k. green and greyish-green, imperforated singles on white smooth paper, without gum, 
fine, rare  150 

6066 43P 2 1 rbl. black on ordinary paper, without gum, fine  80 

6067 44P 2 3 rbl., proof in grey/blue with blue security pattern, showing to the right part of the frame 
of 5rbl. only in blue, to the left parts of the frame in grey, at bottom with pencil notation 
„21/25“, printed on smooth white paper, very attractive and rare, fine   300 
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Post Office in Riga
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6087 / € 100

ex 6084 / € 150

ex 6079 / € 100

6078 / € 120

6077 / € 80

6100 / € 100
ex 6098 / € 400

ex 6097 / € 200

ex 6096 / € 100

ex 6095 / € 150

6094 / € 200

ex 6103 / € 100

6101 / € 100
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6068 45P 2 5 rbl., proof in grey-blue/lilac with lilac security pattern, without gum, small vertical crease, 
otherwise fine, signed Hofmann BPP  150 

6069 ex 46-50 4/2 Sun design 5-75 k. archive proofs, without 20k., as imperforated block of four, 5 and 50k. two 
blocks of four, without gum, scarce, fine  400 

6070 51-54P 2 1920, Red Cross 20 k.-1 rbl., grey on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine
  80 

6071 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., blue on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, scarce, fine  120 

6072 51-54P 2 20 k.-1 rbl., red on chalky paper, frame only, without gum, in addition 55k. black center 
only black on ordinary paper, scarce, fine  100 

6073 63a 1/3 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, two singles with interesting paper fold, unused and used, the 
latter a little toned, otherwise fine  80 

6074 63aUmw 0/4 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, block of 15 from the lower left sheet corner, first and second 
column (partially) imperforated between stamps, with partly hardly visible blind perforation, 
mint never hinged, small hinge in margin only, an interesting and attractive multiple  200 

6075 63aUmw 1 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, vertical strip of three from the upper left sheet corner, 
imperforated between stamps with partially visible blind perforation, unused, fine  100 

6076 63aUmw 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, horizontal pair, imperforated between stamps, used, the lower 
stamp some minor paper abrasion (not thin!), otherwise fine, scarce  100 

6077 63aUms 1 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, horizontal pair with left sheet margin, imperforated between 
stamps, unused, fine  80 

6078 63aUms 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, horizontal strip of three, imperforated between stamps, the left 
with hardly visible blind perforation, used, scarce, fine  120 

6079 63aUu 0/1/3 2 r. dark-carmine overprint, four singles, two imperforated at top and two at bottom, the 
first mint never hinged with hinge in margin, the others unused resp. used with central cds., 
scarce, fine  100 

6080 63b 1 2 r. light red-orange overprint, unused, fine  80 

6081 63b,  63a, 
59, 64 

6 2 r. with red-orange overprint with additional franking, tied by cds. „RIGA 20 1 21“ to 
addressed cover, fine  120 

6082 87/88P 2 1922, 50 and 100 rbl. dark green as sheetlet (89X101mm) on watermarked paper, no 
burelage, pencil notations next to each stamp, small toned spot at lower right, otherwise 
fine, very attractive, the only dark green example known without burelage!
Provenance:  Collection George Lindberg 3500 
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6083 93F 0 1923, Coat of arms 10 s. error of color, dull pink, mint never hinged, little rough perfs at 
bottom, otherwise fine, scarce  120 

6084 100-102 2 War Invalid Fund 1-4 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 
fine  150 

6085 100-102 
A, C, D 

0/1 1 s. violet (2x) and 2 s. yellow with perforation 10:11½ and 4 s. green with perforation 
11½:10, in addition two values 2s. and one 4s. value with different perforation on one side, 
unused and some mint never hinged, mostly fine, one 4s. sign. Franck  180 

6086 103-106P 4/2 1925, Coat of arms 6-30 s. orange as perforated „sheetlet“ on watermarked paper, reinforced 
by hinges, a very rare proof, fine  800 

6087 103F 0 6 s. yellow paper on both sides, with upper sheet margin, mint never hinged, hinge remainder 
on front of margin, fine  100 

6088 107P 2 Tercentenary 6s., frame only in blue, very fine and rare  100 

6089 107P 2 6s., one imperforated and four perforated proofs in different colors, each with pencil notes 
for the colors used, a very attractive and rare assembly, fine  500 

(Photo = 1 20)
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6090 108 P 2 15s., frame only and center only in blue, very fine and rare  200 

6091 108P 2 15s., one imperforated and three perforated proofs in different colors, each with pencil 
notes for the colors used, a very attractive and rare assembly, fine  400 

6092 107-108P 2 6-15s., center only in violet, very fine and rare  200 

6093 111A PF 0/4 50 s., block of four from the upper right sheet corner, the lower left stamp with plate flaw 
„PAPDOŠANAS instead of PARDOŠANAS“, mint never hinged, a very attractive multiple 
with this popular error  350 
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6110 / € 100

ex 6109 / € 120

ex 6108 / € 250

6105 / € 200

6104 / € 180

ex 6116 / € 150

ex 6113 / € 200

6112 / € 100

6102 / € 100
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6094 111A PF 5 50 s. perforated from positions 19 with plate flaw „PAPDOŠANAS instead of PARDOŠANAS“, 
tied by special cds. to small piece, fine and attractive  200 

6095 107-11B 0 6-50 s., complete set, mint never hinged, 6s. tiny stained spot, otherwise fine  150 

6096 107-11B 0/1 6-50 s., complete set, unused 30-50s. mint never hinged, fine  100 

6097 107-11B 6-50 s., complete set, used with special cds., fine  200 

6098 107-11B 0 6-50 s., complete set in imperforated pairs, all with sheet margin, mint never hinged, a very 
rare set in multiples  400 

6099 111B PF 0 50 s. imperforated from positions 19 with plate flaw „PAPDOŠANAS instead of 
PARDOŠANAS“, mint never hinged, this plate flaw on the imperforated stamp is a great 
rarity with only 15 stamps possible, very fine and attractive, signed  2000 

6100 118P 2 1927, Coat of arms 6 s. proof, imperforated vertical gutter pair, the upper stamp in green on yellow, 
the lower green on white, without gum, heavily folded in the gutter, very scarce, fine  100 

6101 132Ums 1 1928, 10th Anniversary of Independence 6 s. green/lilac, horizontal strip of three with two 
adjacent stamps at left and right, imperforated vertically, unused, fine  100 

6102 132, 134 2 6 and 20 s., archive proofs, imperforated vertical pairs, without gum, scarce, fine, signed R
  100 

6103 159-60A 0/2 1930, Airmail 10 and 15 s., each as vertical and horizontal pair imperforated in between, in 
addition two pairs with double perforation etc., fine  100 

6104 161F 0 Anti-Tuberculosis 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, horizontal pair left sheet margin, mint never 
hinged, fine  180 

6105 161F 0/4 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, block of six with left sheet margin, mint never hinged, very fine  200 

6106 161F 3/4 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, block of four with left sheet margin, used, insignificant thin in margin 
only, very fine (H.v.H. 161Fvs)  300 

6107 161F 3/4 1+2 s. orange/brick-red, block of four, used, insignificant discoloration on reverse of 1+2s., 
otherwise very fine (H.v.H. 161Fvs)  300 
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ex 6119 / € 80

ex 6118 / € 250

ex 6117 / € 150

6115 / € 150

6111 / € 120

6131 / € 100

6130 / € 100

ex 6128 / € 150

6127 / € 120ex 6126 / € 250

6125 / € 250

ex 6124 / € 200

ex 6136 / € 200

ex 6134 / € 150

6133 / € 100

ex 6132 / € 400
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6108 166-69 2 10-25 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 25s. right stamp 
small stain at upper right, otherwise fine  250 

6109 177-79 2 1931, Airmail 10-25 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 
fine  120 

6110 177 2 10s. as vertical strip of three, perforated at top only, without gum, scarce, fine  100 

6111 177 2 10s. as vertical strip of five with upper sheet margin with full inscription, without gum, 
scarce, one stamp small wrinkle, otherwise fine  120 

6112 179 0 25s. imperforated pair, mint never hinged, very fine  100 

6113 (193-97) 2 1932, Vigilante Aizsargi, five photo essays in accepted designs and denomination, fine and 
scarce  200 

6114 206-209 2 Riga Exhibition 3-35 s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, scarce, 
fine  180 

6115 219vs 2 1933, Coat of arms 5 l. green, archive proof, horizontal pair with left sheet margin, without 
gum, scarce, fine  150 

6116 220-24 2 1933, Riga-Bathurst Flight, 10-100s. with „SPECIMEN“ handstamp, without gum, scarce, fine, 
signed Hofmann BPP  150 

6117 220-24 1 10-100s., unused, very fine, high values signed Mikulski  150 

6118 220-22Z 0 10-25s. pairs with inverted watermark, mint never hinged, fine  250 

6119 220-22Z 1 10-25s. with inverted watermark, unused, fine, signed  80 

6120 223-24 50-100s. each from the upper left sheet corner with central cds., very fine and scarce, signed 
Hofmann BPP (slightly showing through)  300 

6121 220-22,  
177-78 

6 10-25 s. with additional franking tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 28.5.33“ to registered cover 
to Praque, fine, signed Hofmann BPP  100 

6122 220-22 6 10-25 s. tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 28.5.33“ to cover to Paris, fine, signed Hofmann BPP
  100 

6123 220-22 6 10-25 s. tied by cds. „RIGA-LIDPASTS 10.8.35“ to cover to Mannheim, folded, vertical fold 
touching 10s. adhesives, in addition a letter dated 1941 with some information about this 
issue  100 

6124 232-37 2 1934, New Constitution 3-40s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, 
scarce, fine  200 
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6139 / € 200

6137 / € 80

ex 6135 / € 120

ex 6149 / € 4006148 / € 150

ex 6147 / € 200ex 6146 / € 300

6144 / € 1006143 / € 150

6142 / € 150ex 6141 / € 200

ex 6155 / € 250
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Lot-No. Mi.-No. Start price

6125 235 0/4 20 s. lilac-pink, block of four the upper left stamp with plate flaw „5.V.1934 instead of 
15.V.1934“, mint never hinged, scarce, very fine  250 

6126 238-41 2 1936, Writers and Poets 3-35s., archive proofs, imperforated horizontal pairs, without gum, 
scarce, fine  250 

6127 240Y 0 20 s. rose-pink with normal watermark, mint never hinged, a rare stamp with only one sheet 
printed, fine  120 

6128 242-44 2 White Cross 3-20s., archive proofs, imperforated vertical pairs, without gum, scarce, 10s. 
small crease in margin only, otherwise fine  150 

6129 246-50 2 1937, Independence Monuments 3-30 s., archive proofs, horizontal pairs, resp 30s. as block 
of four with the upper stamps touched, without gum, very rare, fine  400 

6130 251Z 0 35 s. dark blue with left sheet margin, inverted watermark, mint never hinged, scarce, fine, 
signed  100 

6131 251Z 35 s. dark blue with inverted watermark, used, scarce, slightly irregular perforation at right, 
otherwise fine  100 

6132 253-61 2 President Ulmanis 3-50s., archive proofs, horizontal vertical pairs, without gum, rare, fine
  400 

6133 254ns 5s. with normal vertical watermark, used, scarce, few shortened perfs, otherwise fine
  100 

6134 254vw, 254 
vs, 359 vw 

1 5s. with reversed horizontal (2) and reversed vertical watermark and 35s. with reversed 
horizontal watermark, unused, mostly fine  150 

6135 264,  266-
67 

0/1/4 1938, 20th Anniversary of the Republic 3, 10 and 20s. each as block of four and 3s. additionally 
as block of eight with misperforation due to paper fold, 3s. with three pairs imperforated in 
between, mint never hinged, unused, fine, scarce  120 

6136 264Uu,  
Uw,  266-
67Ul 

0/1/4 3s. marginal block of four imperforated at bottom, block of 8 from the upper right sheet 
corner with two pairs imperforated horizontally, 10s. as marginal block, 20s. as marginal 
single, each imperforated at right, mint never hinged, unused, fine, some signed  200 

6137 MH1 Booklet with 4 stamps at 3 s., 4 stamps at 5 s., 3 stamps at 10 s., 4 stamps at 20 s. and 2 
stamps at 35 sant, used, few wrinkles and folds, otherwise very fine  80 
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6138 MH1 var Booklet with 4 stamps at 3 s., 4 stamps at 5 s., 3 stamps at 10 s., 4 stamps at 20 s. and 2 
stamps at 35 sant with manuscript additions to the booklet cover of „+2 gab - 30 sant“ and 
„+2 gab 30sant and updated sale price „Ls. 3.42“, these stamps also pasted to the second 
cover page, a very unusual and interesting item, fine
Reference: Philatelia Baltica Nr. 71/73, page 12-13  200 

6139 MH5 Booklet with 10 stamps at 3 s., mint never hinged, fine  200 

6140 MH7 Booklet with 10 stamps at 10s., mint never hinged, resp. the panes used with clear „RIGA“ 
cds, fine  300 

6141 272-74P 2 1939, Fifth anniversary of the re-birth of authoritarian government 5-20 s., imperforated 
horizontal pairs, without gum, rare, fine  200 

6142 274Uu 0/4 20 s. carmine-rose, block of four from the lower right sheet corner, imperforated at bottom, 
mint never hinged, upper left stamp small adhesion, small thin in margin only, otherwise fine 
and attractive, signed R in the margin  150 

6143 274Uw 20 s. carmine-rose, vertical pair imperforated in between, used, scarce, fine  150 

6144 280 2 Harvest Festival 20 s., archive proof, vertical pair, without gum, lower stamp small wrinkel, 
otherwise fine  100 
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6145 281P 0 1940, Coat of arms, 10 s. dark blue-green with varnish lines, strip of four from the upper 
left sheet corner with full marginal inscription, folded between first and second stamp, mint 
never hinged, a rare and very attractive multiple, fine, in addition three fiscal stamps showing 
the same paper  250 

6146 281-83, 
285-88, 
290-91P 

0/1 Archival proofs, 1-3, 7-30 s. and 50 s. and 1 l. each as imperforated, horizontal proof, mint 
never hinged, 1, 3 and 10s. slight color adhesions, 2s. with part original gum, few stamps slight 
wrinkles, otherwise fine  300 

6147 287P 0 20 s., 16 perforated color proofs in different colours, mostly mint never hinged, rare, mostly 
fine  200 

6148 287oW 20s. lilac-carmine without watermark, used, very scarce, fine  150 

6149 292-304 0 Soviet Latvian Coat of arms 1s-5 l. (without 2 s.), archive proofs, imperforated horizontal 
pairs, mint never hinged, scarce, some stamps with wrinkles, otherwise fine  400 

Essays

6150 E7 2 1937, Essay for President Kviesis issue line-engraved in blue with empty value tablet on 
carton paper (30x47mm), small note „1032 XII“ at bottom, a very attractive and unique 
item
Reference: „Die Briefmarken in Lat-Währung 1923-1940“, Harry v. Hofmann Verlag, page 219

Philatelia Baltica Nr. 97, page 5  500 
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6151  Kneeling Warrior 2s. ink drawing (40x50mm) on card board (90X123mm), same design as 
photo essay applied at bottom left and annotation „MOTTO:PATEICIBA“, very fine and rare 200 

6152  Warrior 35s. ink drawing (46x59mm) on card board (104X125mm), same design as photo essay 
applied at bottom center and annotation „MOTTO:KAREIVIS“ at top right, very fine and rare  200 

6153 E18-19 2 Essays for landscape pictorial issue, 5 s. dark olive brown imperforated depicting a bridge 
across the river Gauja near of Sigulda and 20 s. blue perforated depicting the castle of 
Jelgava, from the lower right corner resp. with upper sheet margin, without gum, fine 400 

6154 E20-21vw 0 ESSAY: 1940, Coat of arms in a different design with oak leaves 20 S. in lilac-carmine and 
brown-red, perforated L10¼, on watermarked paper, mint never hinged, one a few short 
perfs at top, otherwise fine  250 

6151 6152
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6155  2 LATVIAN SS-DIVISION: 1945, proofs, 13 singles proofs in different designs, 4 colored, 
the others black. Also two sheet with gutter pairs and a total of 17 proofs and designs each, 
without gum, fine  250 

6156  6 Polish Internment Camp: ULBROKA, pre-printed Red Cross card from „ULBROKA 
9.11.39“ to Kielce, heavy filing folds and other imperfections, very scarce mail form the 
internment camp  100 

6157  6 Polish Internment Camp: LITENE, incoming pre-printed Red Cross cover from „RIGA 
21 DEC 1939“ addressed to the Latvian commander of the camp, scarce, fine  80 

6158  6 Polish Internment Camp: 1940, postcard, written from a polish farm worker who 
was already in Latvia before the 2nd World War, with railway cancel „JELGAvA-TUKUMS 
22.4.40“ with several censor marks, scarce, fine   100 

Collections
6159 1-2 0/1

/3/4/2
1918, interesting collection with multiples, varieties, some provisional cancellations, single 
with double overprint, one inverted, printed on both sides and partially imperforated stamps 
including mutliples, all written up on pages  100 

6160  0/1/
3/4

1918/40, interesting group of (part)sheets including several sheets (partially separated) of 
Mi.-Nr. 2 with different maps on reverse, Mi.-Nr. 16 complete printing sheet of 400 etc.  250 

6161  0/1/
3/2

1919, Sun design,  1st Anniversary of Independence and Liberation of Courland, interesting 
mint never hinged/unused and used collection, containing some proofs e.g. 1st Anniversary 
of Independence 10k. as horizontal pair on multicolored label paper, Liberation of Courland 
10 k.-1 rbl., only the frame in black on ordinary paper, also multiples, partially perforated 
stamps, also few cards and covers, a little mixed condition  300 

6162  1/4/2 1919, interesting unused, never hinged and used collection containing proofs 10 and 15k. 
black on ordinary paper,  75k. green only frame, 3k. block of four on red label paper and 
also 25k. imperforated and perforated on one side only (9), 3k. lilac half and complete sheet 
with a total of 30 stamps perforated on one side, postmaster perforations etc., mostly good 
condition   250 

6163 3-5 1/3/2 1919, Sun pattern on writing paper 5-15 k., interesting collection with multiples, perforation 
varities, complete sheets etc, good condition  100 

6164 7-14A 
(o.11) 

0 1919, 5 - 75 k. perforated, each as complete sheet of 100, 20 and 75 k. separated into three 
resp. two parts, the 20 k. with interesting double perforation variety, mint never hinged, 
scarce, fine  400 

6165  0/1/3
/6/4/2

1919, 5-75 k., interesting unused/used collection including one cover, with perforation 
varieties, paper folds, multiples perforated on one side only, 25 k. imperforated and only 
perforated on one side used and unused etc., good condition  200 

6166 ex 25-27 0/1/3
/2

1919, Liberation of Riga, interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection containing 
several stamps and 5-35k. as half sheet with one row perforated at bottom/top only, both 
unused and used, thin paper, plate flaws, private perforation, in addition small collection Issue 
for North-Latvia, mostly good condition  100 

6167  0/1/3/
6/4/2

1920, Liberation of Letgale, First Constitution Assembly, Sun Design, Red Cross 
and  Surcharge on Courland Liberation, Airmail, interesting mint never hinged/unused and 
used collection, with many varities like different papers, perforations, multiples, partially 
perforated stamps like Mi.-Nr. 43 as vertical and horizontal pair imperforated in between, 
Mi.-Nr. 63a used and unused horizontal pairs, interesting paper folds like Mi.-Nr. 40 as 
vertical strip of three with paper fold, interesting hand painted plate flaw classification for 
Mi.-Nr. 42-44, printed on both sides, Mi.-Nr. 63b unused, also some cards and covers, mostly 
good condition   500 

6168 ex 117-
123 

4/2 1921/22, Coat of arms, archive proofs, very interesting group of 16 horizontal pairs or 
blocks, pairs and one block of 15 plus several singles including a gutter block of four, without 
gum, scarce, fine  250 

6169  0/1/3 1921/22, Coat of arms, interesting unused/never hinged and used collection, containing 
perforation and watermark varieties, multiples, partially perforated stamps like Mi.-Nr. 88 
Uu unused, mostly good condition  150 
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6170  0/1/
3/6/4

1923/25, Coat of arms, interesting unused/never hinged and used collection, containing 
perforation and watermark varieties, multiples, gutter pairs including Mi.-Nr. 98 as gutter 
block of four, also Mi.-Nr. 99 as block of eight with 4 blank fields, good condition  300 

6171 ex 89-
106 

4/2 1923/25, Coat of arms, archive proofs, very interesting group containing 10 imperforated pairs 
or blocks of four including 10s. as gutter block of four, 7 singles or pairs and 2s. orange as strip 
of nine with two gutters, different plates and papers included, without gum, scarce, fine  300 

6172 ex 89-
123 

0/1/
3/4/2

1923/29, Coat of arms, large mint never hinged, unused and used collection in 7 large 
albums with thousands of stamps, containing different watermarks, mixed perforations, 
partially imperforated stamps, misperforated stamps, double perforations, different plates 
and types,  multiples, gutter pairs and more than 380 archive proofs in singles and multiples 
including gutter pairs like Mi.-Nr. 118 as gutter block of four the upper stamp in green on 
yellow, the lower green on white, with two adjoining stamps each, in addition some other 
material, many items ex Rucins Collection, mostly fine  3000 

6173 ex 89-
123 

0/1/
6/4/2

1923/27, Coat of arms, mint never hinged, unused and used collection in large album, 
containing different watermarks, empty spaces, partially imperforated stamps, misperforated 
stamps, gummed on both sides, double perforations, offsets, plate-flaws, gutter pairs etc. and 
21 covers including, mostly good condition  800 

6174 e 100-
102 

0/1/3 1923, War Invalid Fund, interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection, containing 
gutter pairs, double perforations and fiver covers, mostly good condition  100 

6175 107-111 0/1/3 1925, Tercentenary of Liepaja, interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection 
containing Mi.-Nr. 110-111B unused/ mint never hinged, some multiples, double perforations, 
plate flaws and two covers, mostly good conditions  200 

6176 112-113 0/1/3 1925, Coat of arms, interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection with multiples, 
plate flaws, normal and inverted watermark, etc., in addition a small collection MI.-Nr. 114-
16, good condition  100 

6177 ex 117-
23 

0/1/4 1927/31, Coat of arms, interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection with 
watermark and perforation varieties, multiples etc., good condition  Offer 

6178 ex 124-28, 
144-
48A/B 

0/1/
3/6/4

1929, Cakste and Meierovics 2-30 s., used and unused sets with different watermarks, 
multiples, sheet numbers, paper folds, double perforations, plate flaws, Meierovics 30s. 
vertical pair imperforated between, some covers, fine  150 

6179 ex 129-31, 
177-79 
A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1928/31, Airmail 10-25 s., interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection with 
different watermarks, perforations and 10s. as archive proof pair, multiples, 25s. imperforated 
at left resp. right, mostly good condition  200 

6180 ex 132-
37 

0/1/
3/6/4

1928, 10th Anniversay of Independence, interesting unused/ mint never hinged and used 
collection containing watermark and perforation varieties, 6s. imperforated at left,  15s. 
imperforated at right, multiples with double perforations, some covers etc., good condition  100 

6181 ex 138-
43 

0/1/
3/6/4

Liberty Memorial Fund, interesting unused/ mint never hinged and used collection containing 
watermark and perforation varieties, 10s. imperforated at left,  1l. vertical pair imperforated 
in between, some covers etc., good condition  100 

6182 ex 149-52, 
171-76 

4/2 1929, Coat of arms, interesting group of 14 archive proofs including six blocks of four, good 
condition  200 

6183 ex 149-52, 
171-76, 
206-09 

0/1/
3/4

Coat of arms, interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection with watermark 
and perforation varieties, multiples etc., in addition some 1932, Riga Exhibition and some 
perfins, good condition  Offer 

6184  0/1/3/
6/4

1930, Rainis-Fonds 1-15 s., unused/mint never hinged and used collection with different 
watermarks, perforation varieties, multiples and one cover, good condition  100 

6185 ex 159-
60 A/B 

0/1/3 Airmail 10-15 s., unused and used collection containing different watermarks, perforation 
varieties and 2 covers  80 

6186 ex 
161-70,  
180-89 

0/1/
3/6/4

1930/31, Anti-Tuberculosis, interesting unused/ mint never hinged and used collection 
containing watermark varieties, multiples, Mi.-Nr. 161F within a block of four, plate flaws, 
some covers etc., good condition  200 

6187 ex 190-
92 A/B 

0/1/
3/6

1931, Airmail 10-25 s., unused and used collection with multiples, different watermarks and 
one cover  100 

6188 ex 193-
202 A/B 

0/1/
3/6/4

1932, Aizsargi 1-5 s. and 6-15 s., several unused and used sets with different watermarks, 
perforation varieties, multiples, covers etc., good condition  100 
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6189 ex 203-
05 A/B 

0/1/
3/6

Airmail 10-25 s., used and unused sets with different watermarks, plate flaws, few multiples 
and a cover with perforated and imperforated sets, good condition  150 

6190 ex 210-
18A/B 

0/1/3
/6

1932/33, Airmail 5-25 s. perforated and imperforated, used and unused sets, watermark 
varieties, plate flaws, Mi.-Nr. 216 imperforated at top and some better covers, good condition  300 

6191 219 1/3/2 1933, Coat of arms 5 l. green, small unused and used collection including archive proof as 
horizontal pair (crease), mostly good condition  100 

6192 ex 220-
24 

0/1/
3/6/4

Bathurst-Flight 10-100 s., interesting unused/mint never hinged and used collection 
containing 10-25s. as strips of four, and 50s. two unused and one used, 100s. with two 
unused copies, in addition one „follower“ cover, good condition  400 

6193 ex 225-
27A/B 

1/3 Airmail 3-35 s. perforated and imperforated, used and unused sets plus including 
one perforated set with handstamp „COLECCION OFICIAL MARRUECOS ZONA 
ESPANOLA“ on reverse, plus one cover with perforated and imperforated set, mostly fine 200 

6194 ex 228-
31A/B 

1/3/6 Airmail 8-40 s. perforated and imperforated, used and unused sets plus two covers with 
perforated and imperforated set, mostly fine  200 

6195 ex 238-
68 

0/1/
3/6/4

1934/37, very interesting unused and used collection ex Mi.-No. 238-261, containing multiples, 
plate flaws, perforation and watermark varieties, also cards and covers, mostly good condition  150 

6196 ex Bl. 1-2 0/1/3 1938/39, souvenir sheets, unused/mint never hinged and used collection with 2 covers and 
a total of 20 sheets, mostly good condition  120 

6197 ex 264-
70 

0/1/
3/6/4

1938, 20th Anniversary of the Republic, interesting unused/ mint never hinged and used 
collection containing perforation and watermark varieties, multiples, an incomplete booklet 
and some covers, good condition  100 

6198 ex 279-
80 

0/1/3/
6/4

1939, Harvest Festival 10-20s., very interesting unused/ mint never hinged and used 
collection containing multiples, watermark varieties, double perforations, 10s. imperforated 
at top (2) and one cover with slogan postmark, good condition   100 

6199 ex 281-
304 

0/1/3/
4

1940, Coat of arms and Soviet Latvian Coat of arms, interesting unused/ mint never 
hinged and used collection containing Mi.-Nr. 287 green as imperforated pair, also different 
perforations, multiples, control marks and empty spaces etc., all written up in the albums  150 

6200 ex 281-
87 

0/3 Coat of arms 1-20s., interesting mint never hinged and used group with 1 and 5s. imperforated 
at left, 10s. horizontal pair imperforated in between and 20s. as block of four imperforated 
horizontally, fine  150 

6201 ex 232-
37 

0/1/3/
4

1934, New Constitution, interesting unused/ mint never hinged and used collection 
containing Mi.-Nr. 235 with plate flaw „5.V.1934 instead of 15.V.1934“, unused, also empty 
spaces, perforation varieties, paper fold, multiples, 3 and 10s. as vertical archive proof pair 
and some cards and covers, good condition  200 

6202 ex 271-
78 

0/1/3/
4/2

1939, Fifth anniversary of the re-birth of authoritarian government, interesting unused/ 
mint never hinged and used collection containing perforation and watermark varieties, 
multiples, plate flaws, 3s. imperforated at bottom, at right and pair imperforated in between, 
5s. imperforated at top and right, 10s. imperforated at left and right, 20s. imperforated at 
bottom, good condition  250 

6203 ex 294-
302 

0/3 1940, Soviet Latvian Coat of Arms 3-50s., interesting mostly mint never hinged group of  
8 items including 3s. imperforated at bottom, 5 and 35s. pair imperforated in between, 20s. 
imperforated at left and 50s. imperforated at right, fine   200 

6204  0/1/3/
5/4

1919/40, very interesting group on stockcards with many better items, like proofs, 
perforation varieties like imperforated vertically, horizontally, perforated only at left or right, 
double perforations, gutter pairs, plate flaws, multiples, paper folds, different watermarks 
perforations etc., mostly fine   1000 

6205  0/1/3 1919/2008, until the end of the 1st republic specialised unused/mint never hinged and used 
stock with better values and inc. railway stamps, 2nd republic partly up to 7x mint and used 
after Michel, good condition  300 

Postal Stationery & Postcards
6206  6 1919/24, interesting group with 12 items starting with Russian forms used in Latvia, 

postcards with „sun design“ and Riga Fair cards etc., fine  100 

6207  6 1922/41, interesting unused and used group with around 100 cards containing one card 
with „SPECIMEN“ handstamp, miscut card, uprated cards,  two used „slanting 0“ cards, in 
addition some official reply cards etc, little mixed condition  300 
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6208  6  TOURIST PICTURE POSTCARDS: 35 used and 93 unused in different colors, mostly fine  500 

6209  6 PICTURE POSTCARDS: AGLONA-vESTIENA, more than 400 cards including picture 
postcards, good part Riga, many small towns and some cards with national symbols, mostly 
used cards, mostly good condition   600 

Forms
6210  INTERNATIONAL REPLY COUPONS: Rom and London type, interesting group of 5 

coupons including two with handwritten alteration of the value, in addition 4 pieces with 
special cancellations etc.,   300 

6211  TELEGRAMS: 1929/39, very interesting collection starting with ACCEPTANCE FORMS, 
TELEGRAM FORMS including an unlisted one, a nice variety of 24 GREETINGS TELEGRAMS 
and 11 corresponding envelopes, mostly good condition   300 

6212  5/6 PARCEL FORMS: 1929/39, interesting collection with more than 80 forms, starting with a 
booklet of 6 parcel forms, COD, parcel cards for the Latvian red cross lottery, official post-
free parcel forms, international parcel card, school book campaign postage etc., in addition 
some telephone bills and receipts including previously unlisted in Harry von Hofmann 
catalogs, all written up and including forms depicted in the handbook   500 

6213  6 MONEY SERvICES: 1924/39(ca.), extensive and very interesting collection housed in 9 
volumes with more than 300 pieces starting with payment forms, money order incl. some 
forerunners, money order receipts, acceptance of money order, money orders with poste 
restante fee, money order with writing fee, delivery fee, money order for paying newspaper 
subscription, Avis de Reception, official money orders, money order from abroad, notification 
of international payment, also high-value frankings one (incomplete) booklet with ca. 30 
postal cheques, two postal saving books, payment collection form, envelope for account 
holders, radio license, mostly written resp. with identified von Hofmann numbers  1000 

6214  6 CUSTOMER NOTIFICATION: 1929/39, interesting collection with more than 50 items 
including Delivery advices, advice of international delivery, recall or change of address, internal 
envelope for payment forms, correction form and two victory Square lottery tickets (5 and 
10 Lat), BEN5 depicted in the Harry von Hofmann handbook, fine   200 

6215  6 INTERNAL SERvICE: 1927/41, small but interesting group of 9 items including New Year 
Greeting cards 1936 und 1938 and postal gift booklet, fine  300 

Censor Marks
6216  6 PRISON CENSOR MARKS: 1925/40, very interesting group of 20 cards including multiple 

censor marks, mostly fine  500 

6217  6 1919/38, very interesting group of 23 cards including „Censure a Libau“, „Kara Zensor...“, 
newspaper censor mark „I.M.L“, „Caurskatits“, foreign censor labels etc., mostly fine   200 

Postage Due
6218  6 1922/38, Incoming and outgoing mail, very interesting collection with 90 cards and covers 

containing a wide array of different marks like boxed and oval „PEEMAKSTAT...“, Russian 
„DOPLATIT“, including also railway mail and Austrian, French, Czech, Hungarian, Italian and 
US postage due stamps, incoming mail from Poland, Brazil, Russia, Germany, Italy, Austria, 
Switzerland, Hungary, USA etc., in addition two entires with handwritten address correction 
to the latvian spelling, mostly written up in 3 albums   800 

Usages
6219  6 R-LABELS/MARKINGS: Interesting collection with more than 1270 different labels/marking, 

ideal for studying and reference purposes  150 

6220  6 R-LABELS/MARKINGS: Interesting collection with more than 300 cards and covers and 
large pieces, starting with provisional r-labels, handwritten labels with rubber markings, 
stamped „labels“, all sorted by types, mostly good condition   600 

6221  6 AIRMAIL: 1921/39, very intersting collection with more than 50 cards and covers, with 
better frankings, interesting destinations, Ballonpost, Swissair flight to Latvia etc., mostly 
good condition   1300 
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6222  6 MONEY LETTERS: 1923/39, interesting group of 21 covers, mostly with high frankings, 
sent to Latvia, Lithuania, France, Great Britain and Germany, mostly fine  350 

6223  6 EXPRESS-MAIL: 1930/40, interesting group of 16 covers, many with high frankings, one 
express money order, different destinations, censor marks in addition 3 Cash on Delivery 
covers, etc., mostly fine  300 

6224  6 PRINTED MATTER: 1923/40, interesting collection with 28 entires including sample 
without value, registered cover, mail to Brazil with tourism vignette on reverse etc., mostly 
fine  200 

varia
6225  1/3/

6/2
POSTMASTER PERFORATIONS: 1918, interesting collection including two covers, 
with perforations of Bauska, Jaunlaicene, Ope, Wez-Gulbene, Palanga, Saldus, Skrunda, 
Ehwele, Staicele, Strenci, valmiera, containing more than 80 stamps including some multiples, 
often times used with provisional cancellations including some better, in addition about 150 
stamps with private perforation  200 

6226  3/5/6 COUNCIL PERIOD: 1919, interesting collection with 41 stamps and pieces, 4 covers 
from Riga and 5 parcel cards from Daugavpils, Zehsis, Stukum and Stakeln, scarce, fine  250 

6227  1/3/6 1919/41, interesting lot with letters and advertisements of the dealer Georg H. Jaeger from 
Libau, also an Engros price list July-August 1919, postcards from post offices, pattern sheets 
from Dr. Schröder for the inclusion of variants in the Michel catalogue etc.  100 

6228  6 FIELDPOST: 1920, interesting collection with more than 50 cards with mainly different 
troop seals, cards to soldier address etc., all described  300 

6229  6 MILITARY MAIL: 1920/40(ca.), interesting collection of about 100 Parvedums etc., all with 
military addresses, with detailed inventory list  150 

6230  6 INCOMING MAIL: 1921/39, interesting group of 24 covers to Latvia, including registered 
mail from Russia, registered cover paid cash, mail from Danzig, German Empire, Denmark, 
Lithuania, Hungary, Iceland, Spain, Sweden, Poland and Japan and New Zealand, mostly written 
up, in addition some covers with punch holes resp scissor cuts, mostly good condition  200 

6231  6 SHIPMAIL: 1921/39, interesting group of 14 cards and covers travelled by ship or addressed 
to Crew members, including 4 covers from Riga to New York with U.S.S. PITTSBURG, 
WHIPPLE and BILLINGSLEY, „Paquebot“ boxed mark on card to Aarhus resp. cover to 
Kopenhagen, „Fran LETTLAND“ on card to Stockholm etc, all written up on pages, mostly 
fine  500 

6232  6 MAIL FROM DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS: 1925/38, interesting group of 6 covers, mostly pre-
printed envelopes, fine  80 

6233  3/5/6 FOREIGN CANCELLATIONS ON LATvIAN STAMPS: Interesting group with stamps and 
covers, starting with Lithuanian Railway cancel RYGA-KYBARTAI on several cards/covers 
and loose stamps, „PASTO vAGONAS 1-2“ on card to Nürnberg, „KLAIPEDA-KYBARTEI 
PAST vAG 14“ on cover to Liepaja, „STOCKHOLM“ as arrival mark on shipmail card with 
adjacent „Fran Lettland“, Card to St. Gallen with swiss rhomb on reverse franking and 
„KAUNAS G.K“ on card to Heilbronn“, all written up, mostly fine  200 

6234  6 1919/39, very interesting collection with more than 500 cards and covers, mostly collected by 
postage periods with many interesting and better items, censored mail, registered mail, 
provisional cancellations, different forms, wrappers etc.,   1200 

6235  6 1920/42, interesting group of 165 cards and covers, all individually priced, including railway 
incl. registered mail and Ostland, censored mail, airmail, postage due markings, pre-
printed ESPERANTO envelope, parcel cards, shipmail, machine and postal slogan 
cancellations, Ostland with 2nd class post office cancellations etc., mostly fine  500 

6236  6 POSTAL HISTORY FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE 2ND WORLD WAR: 
1939/41, impressive collection in 20 albums with close to 600 cards and covers, collected 
until the German occupation in June 1941. All neatly arranged in chronological order with a 
wide array of covers and cards, including numerous specialities such as foreign censorship, 
air mail, meter marks, special cancellations Daugavpils on 10s. on postcard, registered 
mail, railway mail, illustrated envelopes, slogan cancellations, telegram, Resettlement mail, 
complete book for registered mail, bilingual cancellations, chemical censorship, SU field mail 
in Latvia etc., often written up with additional informations,    5000 
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6237  6 Interesting group of 36 cards/covers including 16 Artist post cards and 7 illustrated 
envelopes and several picture postcards etc, fine  200 

6238  NON PHILATELIC MATERIAL: Interesting group containing identity card, exile papers, 
banknotes etc.,   80 

6239  0/1/
6

vIGNETTES: 1921/39, interesting group starting with single vignette for the Riga Fair 1921, 
than many city views „visit Latvia“ including several cards and covers, mostly good condition  100 

Cancellations
6240  3/5/6 PROvISIONAL CANCELLATIONS: AIZPUTE-ZLAKAS, very interesting collection with 20 

cards and covers, including better and interesting items, in addition more than 300 stamps 
and pieces, mostly fine  800 

6241  6 Ordinary postmarks, few provisionals, JAUNLATGALE-ZUBITES, very extensive collection 
with more than 1700 items organized by Harry von Hofmann numbers, on covers, cards, 
postal stationery, different forms, picture postcards and larger pieces etc.  1500 

6242  3/5 ABAvA-ZvADE, extensive collections with more than 4600 stamps and pieces, all written 
up in 6 albums  500 

6243  3/5/6 SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS: 1920/40, interesting group of 25 cards and covers and 38 
stamps and pieces, cards and covers including „300 LIEPAJA 300“, registered cover with 
multicolored labels and cancel  „IX DZIESMI SVETKI“, „SKAUTU NOMETNE“, mostly fine  300 

6244  3/5/6 RAILWAY: Interesting collection with more than 280 cards and covers and many loose 
stamps or pieces, mostly very nice strikes  1000 

6245  3/5/6 PROvISIONAL CANCELLATIONS: 1921/39, interesting group of 15 cards and covers and 
several stamps and pieces, mostly fine  100 

6246  5/6 MACHINE CANCELLATIONS: 1921/39, interesting group of more than 300 cards and 
covers and few stamps and pieces, mostly fine  400 

6247  6 METER-MARKS: 1920/40, interesting collection with more than 140 covers including 
registered covers, special usages, specimen printings etc.,   150 

6248  6 INSTRUCTIONAL MARKS: 1920/40, interesting collection with more than 125 forms, 28 
covers and more than 220 cards/covers not yet sorted, including many interesting items, 
mostly fine  300 

6249  6 INTERNAL CANCELLATIONS: 1928/40, interesting group of 11 cards/covers and forms 
including three forms franked with fiscal stamps, mostly fine  100 

6250  3/5/6 MISCELLANEOUS: 1918/36, interesting group of 7 covers and some pieces with corrected 
or missing date bridge, in addition 4 volumes with cancellation collection trying to show 
every day of the 1st Republic, mostly fine  100 

6251  6 POSTAL SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS: 1936/40, very interesting collection with many 
different slogans on 23 cards and covers including registered covers, foreign destination 
etc., in addition 2 volumes sorted by Juris Mars research with a total of 136 cards and covers 
(few fronts) 500 

6252  6 CANCELLATIONS ON FORMS: 1918/40, very interesting and extensive collection with 
close to 2000 items, collected on the different postal forms in use  500 

Fiscals / Revenues
6253  6 1915/40, interesting collection with more than 60 documents starting with 5 documents 

from Imperial times resp. Postgebiet Ober-Post, containing 7 passports, better fiscals, 
interesting mixed frankings etc., mostly good condition  500 

6254  1/3/
5/2

1916/43, interesting collection housed in 4 albums collected by Barefoot catalog, beginning 
with Russian period, wide array including Postgebiet Ober-Ost high value up to 50 M., than 
Estonia starting with some Provisionals, National Government, few stamps with PROOv 
overprint, Latvia with better high-value stamps, multiples, different perforations, issues from 
the Railway Medical and Entertainment Department including some proofs on multi-colored 
paper, also a good part Ostland and in addition some Revenues of Estonia and Lithuania 1000 

6255  6 1921/39, very interesting lot of 10 letters or cards franked with fiscal stamps, often with 
postage due marking, but partly also delivered unrecognized, very scarce assembly  500 
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6256 Dz8-9 2 1928, Railway Newspaper Stamps 15(2) and 50 s., archive proofs, singles without gum, the 
15s. together with large part of marginal inscription, scarce, fine  100 

6257 DZ11-12 2 1940, Railway Newspaper Stamps 5-10 s., archive proofs, vertical pairs from the upper right resp. 
lower left sheet corner, 5 s. small wrinkles, otherwise fine, very rare and attractive multiples  500 

6258 Dz13 0/4 1941, Railway Newspaper Stamps 5s. red, archive proof, block of four from the upper left sheet 
corner showing large part of inscription on top „100 MARKAS á 5 SANT. = Ls 5-...“, despite 
few wrinkles which are of no importance in fine condition, a spectacular and unique multiple  1000 

6259 Dz14 5k. rot imperforated, used with violet cancel, scarce
Provenance: Rucins and Franck Collection  200 
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6292 / € 80

6291 / € 806290 / € 80

6289 / € 80

6288 / € 80

6158 / € 100

6266 / € 150
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6260  0/1/3/
5

RAILWAY STAMPS: 1926/29, unused/ mint never hinged and used collection including 
multiples, some with control numbers, blank fields etc., mostly good condition  100 

6261  1940/41, Railway Newspaper Stamps, small used and mint never hinged collection containing 
Dz14-15 as singles and Dz15 as block of four, fine  150 

Local Issues
6262 I-IIA 1/3/5 ELLEY: 1919, small, mostly used collection with 6 stamps/pieces with red overprint and 2 

pieces with blue overprint, some signed Mikulski a.o., fine  250 

6263  1/3/5 SMILTON: 1919, unused and used collection with 10 pieces including three pairs of 25k. on 3k. 
including a tête-bêche, mostly signed Mikulski, Winterstein, Rucins, Hoffman BPP, good condition  400 

Zeppelin Treaty Mail
6264 150B 6 1932, 3rd. South-America flight with connecting flight as registered card with good franking, 

fine  150 

6265 177 6 1932, 6th. South-America flight with connecting, fine  100 

6266 189 6 1932, 8th. South-America flight with connecting flight as card with good franking, slight 
corner crease, otherwise fine  150 

6267 238 6 1932, 9th. South-America flight with connecting flight as cover to Porto Allegre, small tear 
at bottom left, otherwise fine, scarce  250 

6268  6 1930/33, interesting group with 7 cards and covers, some registered, some with connecting 
flight, in addition 3 card/covers Ostsee-Fahrt, mostly fine   800 

Kurland

6269 P 1 1945, Proof overprint 6 on 5 Pfg. in red, unused with large part original gum, a rarity with only 
a few proofs known, lower left corner slightly blunted perf, signed van Loo BPP and Brandes
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 145, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  500 

6270 4ADDF 0 12 on (-)brownish-red with double overprint one running diagonally, with light offset of 
overprint on reverse, block of four, mint never hinged, an attractive and rare multiple
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 148, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  800 
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6275 / € 120 6274 / € 300

6273 / € 100

6272 / € 100

6271 / € 80

6259 / € 200

ex 6256 / € 100
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6271 4B 12 on (-)brownish-red, damaged (probably by adhesion of an overlying sheet) before the 
overprint, used with clear cds. „VENTSPILS“, a interesting variety, fine
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 150, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  80 

6272 4B 0 12 on (-)brownish-red, vertical pair completly misrouletted, mint never hinged, a very 
attractive variety, fine
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 150, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  100 

6273 4B 0 12 on (-)brownish-red, completly misrouletted with divided overprint, mint never hinged, a 
very attractive variety, fine
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 150, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  100 

6274 4BDD 0/4 12 on (-)brownish-red with clear overprint as block of 10, mint never hinged, few trivial 
short roulettes, otherwise fine, a scarce multiple  300 

6275 4BDDF 0 12 on (-)brownish-red with double overprint one running diagonally, with light offset 
of overprint on reverse, marginal pair with part of the inscription, mint never hinged, a 
attractive and rare multiple  120 

6276 4Az 0/4 12 on (-)brownish-red perforated, complete printing sheets with 50 stamps and right sheet 
margin, mint never hinged, one stamp adhering, somewhat separated between 4th and 5th 
vertical row, otherwise fine  1000 

6277 4By 0/4 12 on (-)brownish-red, three complete printing sheets with 50 stamps each, three 
different HAN „18895.44 1“, 18895.44 2“ and „20286.43 „, mint never hinged with only 3 
stamps adhering, one corner copy some surface scraping, otherwise fine and scarce  700 

6278  0/1/3/
4

1945, mint never hinged/unused and used collection with Michel Nr. 1-2 once and Michel 
Nr. 3(2; from different printings, with both overprint types combinations) in a sheet of 50, 
Michel No. 4A in a block of four with HAN, Michel No. 4B in a block of 16 with HAN, some 
forgeries etc.  1200 

6279  0/1/
3/6

1945, mint never hinged/unused and used collection with mostly varieties such as Mi.-Nr. 
2DD, 4ADD(2), 4BDD(2), 2K, 3K(2), 4AK, 4BK also shifted overprints, offset and Mi.-Nr. 
4BDD F as vertical pair, some items depicted in „Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“ by 
Wilhelm van Loo (2016)“, some signed van Loo BPP etc.  500 

6280  6 1944/45, interesting collection of 23 field post covers, mostly with full content, one card and 
one cover Lativan soldier in the Wehrmacht  500 

6281  3/5/6 GERMAN CANCELLATIONS: DONDANGEN-WINDAU, very interesting collection 
with 7 stamps/pieces, 14 addressed envelopes, cards and 11 money orders, covers and 
postcards, including Mi.-Nr. 1-4A/B on cover with railway cancel „LIBAU-HASENPOTH 
21.4.45“, all written up, very rare assembly  600 

6282  3/5/6 LATVIAN CANCELLATIONS: ALSvANGA-ZIRA, very interesting collection with 16 
stamps/pieces, 15 addressed envelopes, cards and 8 money orders, covers and postcards, all 
written up, very rare assembly  700 
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6283 P1 P 6 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1945, 6 Rpf. as proof in black color on field postcard, unused, the 
only known copy of this proof, slight rubbing at right, otherwise fine, signed Keiler BPP
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 162, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  400 

6284 P1 /01 6 1945, 6 Rpf., both overprint types on fieldpostcard, unused, minor wrinkles, the „with dot 
after Rpf“ type signed Pickenpack  120 

6285  6 FORMS: 1944/45, interesting collection of 9 cards and documents like fieldpost from a latvian 
soldier,  Newspaper official matter form the postal branch „Spare“ to the „Dienstpostamt 
Windau“, reverse with receiver cachet „ZEITUNGSSTELLE WINDAU“, Application for radio 
licence, fieldpost money order, Radio license document, Pension insurance card with 6 fiscals, 
a permit for the allocation of food ration cards, Purchase book for goods etc., many items 
depicted and described in „Postverkehr Kurland“ by Wilhelm van Loo (2016)  400 

6286 Ostland 6 “HASENPOTH 24.4.45“ on Hitler 30 Pfg. on front and reverse of money order to ventspils, 
fine  80 

6287 Ostland 
11 

6 “PILTENE -3.V.45“ on Hitler 20 Pfg. on money order to Ventspils, fine  
80 

6288  6 “SABILE 31.III.45“ on Newspaper official matter form the postal branch „Zabeln“ to the 
„Dienstpostamt Windau“, reverse with receiver cachet „ZEITUNGSSTELLE WINDAU“, 
fine  80 

6289  6 “STENDE 27.3.45“ on Newspaper official matter form the postal branch „Stende“ to the 
„Dienstpostamt Windau“, reverse with receiver cachet „ZEITUNGSSTELLE WINDAU“, 
fine  80 

6290  6 “STENDE-PAGASIS 27.III.45“ on Newspaper official matter form the postal branch 
„Stende“ to the „Dienstpostamt Windau“, reverse with receiver cachet „ZEITUNGSSTELLE 
WINDAU“, fine  80 

6291 Ostland 
11 

6 “UGALE -5.v.45“ on Hitler 20 Pfg. single and pair on front and reverse of money order to 
Ventspils, fine  80 
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6292 Ostland 
17 

6 “vENTSPILS 23 4 45“ on Hitler 60 Pfg. on money order with full coupon from the Pension 
insurance inspection ventspils (regarding Pension back payment for 9 months)  to Warwe, there 
re-addressed and sent to Uzava, the stamp applied a little over the edge, fine  80 

6293 Ostland 
15, 19 

6 “vENTSPILS 2 5 45“ on Hitler 40 Pfg. and two singles 10 Pfg. on money order with full 
coupon to Ance, a little soiled, otherwise fine  80 

6294 Ostland 
15 

6 “vIRPE 26 4 45“ on Hitler 40 Pfg. on money order with full coupon to Ance, a little soiled, 
otherwise fine  80 

Siege of Kurland
6295  6 Postage paid in cash, straight-line „Nurmhusen“ and „14.APR.1945“ in violet and „Gebühr 

bezahlt“ in red on cover addressed to the Community Bank Ostland in Libau, minor ageing 
on reverse, a very rare cover
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 130, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)

„Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 66, Harry 
von Hofmann (2001)  150 

6296  6 Postage paid in cash, straight-line „Gebühr bezahlt“ and „Talsen“ in red on cover addressed 
to the Bank in Libau with cds. „TALSEN 6.5.45“ alongside, originally franked at the correct 
42 Pfg. rate for a registered cover from Libau to Talsi, a very rare and attractive cover
Reference: „Postverkehr Kurland“, page 131-32, Wilhelm van Loo (2016)   150 

6297  Receipt book for radio subscribers with cancels of „LIEPAJA 16.4.45“ back to „16.7.40“, 
two sides with 10s. fiscal stamps, scarce and fine  100 

6298  6 Incoming mail, two postal stationery cards, one Ostland one German Empire and one 
postcard franked with Hitler 6 Pfg., with dates between 26.12.1944 and 03.2.45, addressed 
to Libau and Kuldiga, some faults, scarce  80 

Latvia
6299  0/3/6 1941, small collection with 5 covers and Mi.-Nr. 2 as complete sheet, fine  100 

Ostland
6300  1941, Presentation carton (210X296mm) with pergamin protection sheet and Hitler 1-80 

Pfg. and Hitler 5-6 Pfg. postal stationery card, at bottom with dry seal „Reichsdruckerei 
Direktion“, minor corner nicks of no importance, very fine and scarce  150 

6301 8Pa 0 Hitler 12 Pfg. as vertical strip of three with glued paper variety on all three stamps, the 
center one completely covered, the center stamp on front with cancellation line, mint never 
hinged, scarce, fine  150 
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6302  6 1943 STAMP EXHIBITION: Registered cover and registered card, both delivered from 
the Special Exhibition post office which used the 6 and 15 Pfg. stamps with marginal imprint 
„Briefmarkenschau Riga, 1.-2. Mai 43“, the letter franked with Hitler 6 Pfg. three singles 
and 12 Pfg. as horizontal pair, the card franked with Hitler 6 Pfg. and additional franking, 
both addressed to Riga, the only known entires with this marginal imprint, in addition both 
receipts, very fine
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, 

page 60-61, Harry von Hofmann (2001)  200 

6303  6 CHARGABLE OFFICIAL ITEMS: Cover from the postage stamp department of the 
„Generalkommissar Ostland“ that had been relocated to Köslin, sent to Altenburg, two 
vertical folds, otherwise fine and rare
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 115, Harry

 von Hofmann (2001)  150 

Riga‘s Town Hall
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6304  GIFT BOOKLETS: Two booklets inscribed „Generalpostkommisar Ostland“ with Soviet 
resp. Ostland stamps, fine  120 

6305 13 6 ITEMS SENT TO „NON-HOSTILE FOREIGN COUNTRIES“: 1943, Hitler 6 Pfg. 
postal stationery card with additional franking including Hindenburg 3 Pfg. from „MAJORY 
15.4.42“ to Spoleto, Italy, small hole otherwise fine, scarce
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 129, Harry

von Hofmann (2001)  80 

6306 4, 11 6 1943, Hitler 5 and 20 Pfg. tied by tarn machine cancel „30 OKT 1943“ to censored cover 
to Switzerland, scarce, fine
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 126, Harry 

von Hofmann (2001)  80 

6307 13 6 1943, Hitler 25 Pfg. tied by cds. „RIGA 26.06.1941“ to censored cover to Switzerland, 
scarce, fine
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 127, Harry 

von Hofmann (2001)  80 

6308  6 POSTAGE-FREE OFFICIAL LETTERS OF THE LATVIAN POSTAL 
SERVICE: Sovjet postal stationery envelope disguised and used in Widrisch as registered 
cover, for sending in to the main post office in Riga the main portions of money transfers 
paid out), scarce
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 119, Harry 

von Hofmann (2001)  80 

6309 DPK2 6 POSTAGE-FREE OFFICIAL POSTCARDS OF THE DEUTSCHE DIENSTPOST 
OSTLAND: 1944, pre-printed card sent from „KÖSLIN 15.12.44“ to Altenburg, fine
Reference: „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 113, Harry 

von Hofmann (2001)  150 

6310  0/1/
6

1941/43, interesting collection of 66 cards, covers and forms with many interesting items 
such as use of official stamps, postage free mail, „Postsache“, postal stationery, airmail, 
registered mail, mixed franking Ostland-stamps with Deutsches Reich and Stelle „C“ etc., in 
addition some large format cover(fronts) from the Ostland Öl-Vertriebs GmbH, mostly fine  600 

6311  0/1/
6

1941, unused/mint never hinged and used collection with multiples, paper folds, Hitler  
5 Pfg. as complete sheet, se-tenants including strips of 11, small handbook for Latvian postal 
workers and more than 25 covers including registered and censored, „Deutsche Dienstpost 
Ostland“, Official mail with official stamps, all in two albums   300 

6312  6 POSTAL STATIONERY: 1941, with more than 60 cards (few envelopes) with many 
interesting items like Latvian tourism postcard and many Advertising postcards including 
three used ones  250 
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6313  6 CANCELLATIONS: very extensive collection with approx. 600 items of „Deutsche 
Dienspost Ostland“ postmarks „BRENE-WINDAU“, Riga machine cancellations, amended 
Latvian and Sovjet Latvian postmarks, German postmarks for Latvian post offices, dumb 
cancellations, provisional cancellation, different r-labels and cancellations etc.  2500 

6314  3/5/6 CANCELLATIONS: Interesting collection of more than 100 cards and covers plus 
loose stamps and pieces, German and Latvian cancels, „Deutsche Dienstpost“ cancels and 
meter marks, adjusted Russian cancels, 2nd. class post offices for instance „Hasenpoth-
Kloster über Hasenpoth“, provisional cancellation including manuscript, railway, muted 
fieldpost cancellations with one cover depicted in „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom 
Generalkommissariat OSTLAND“, page 184, Harry von Hofmann (2001), all written up in 
4 volumes  1000 

6315  6 1941/43,very interesting collection with more than 60 cards and covers, with marking 
„taken from the mailbox with changed address“, postage due with different markings, 
„address unknown retour“, „zurück unzulässig“, „Zurück z. Zt. keine Postverbindung“, label 
„Covers with stamps not in proper place will not be carried in the future“, „Ansichtskarten 
unzulässig“, „Zurück Absenderangabe fehlt ungenügend“, „Überprüft! Keine Bedenken“ etc., 
meist gute Erhaltung  500 

6316  6 REGISTERED MAIL: 1941/43, very interesting collection with 46 cards and covers, 
showing re-used latvian r-labels, provisional r-label and german r-labels, german receipts, 
Sovjet Latvian receipt (depicted in „Lettland vor dem und als Teil vom Generalkommissariat 
OSTLAND“, page 240, Harry von Hofmann (2001)), mostly fine  400 

6317  6 TELEGRAMS: 1942, very interesting collection starting with 19 telegrams and 5 
corresponding envelopes, in addition five GREETINGS TELEGRAMS and five corresponding 
envelopes, mostly good condition   500 

6318  6 PARCEL CARDS/FORMS: 1941/44, interesting collection with 29 forms 
containing International COD form, Notification for a package, usage of sovjet forms, 
emergency parcel card etc., fine  120 

6319  6 MONEY SERVICE: 1941/44, interesting collection with 24 various forms, postal giro 
letters, postal savings book, identity cards and return coupons, good condition  100 

6320  6 TELEPHONE SERVICE: 1941/44, interesting collection with 19 various forms, phone 
book announcements,  telephone bill envelopes, telephone bills, telephone accounting 
slips, radio subscriber card on Lithuania postal stationery, receipt book for radio license fee, 
receipt for PO Box fees, various pieces illustrated in the handbook  150 

6321  6 SPECIAL SERVICES: 1941/44, interesting collection with 31 various forms like notification 
for a package, Newspaper purchasing permits, newspaper subscription order cards, delivery 
slips, letter bundle slips, waybills, identity cards etc., various pieces illustrated in the handbook 250 

6322  6 INCOMING MAIL: Interesting collection of 12 cards and covers including censored 
and registered, airmail cover with meter mark, field post with handstamp „Zurück z. Ut. 
keine Postverbindung“, postcard written in latvian with marking „Zurück an den Absender 
unzulässig“ etc, mostly fine  150 

6323  6 RESETTLEMENT MAIL: Interesting collection of 9 cards and covers including  pre-
printed envelopes „volksdeutsche Einwanderer-Beratungsstelle“, cachet „volksdeutsche 
Mittelstelle“ and „volksdeutsche Mittelstelle Umsiedlung Lager Nr. villa Werneck“, card 
with request to provide additional information on the replacement of the property left 
behind etc., good condition  150 

6324  6  UNAUTHORIZED USE OF OSTLAND STAMPS: 1942/43, interesting group of 15 
cards and covers included registered, mostly transported un-rejected  150 

6325  6 FISCALS: 1942/43, very interesting group of 9 documents including one passport, fine  100 

Fieldpost
6326  6 FOREIGNER IN THE WEHRMACHT: 1942, cover from Riga with muted machine 

cancel „10 AUG 1942“ to Lausanne, with censor label and mark on reverse, fine  120 

6327  6 1943, field post cover to Valancia sent from a member of the Spanish „Blue Division“ at the 
Spanish military hospital in Riga, censored in Berlin, fine and rare  200 
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6328  6 1942/44, interesting collection with 40 cards and covers, with registered mail, Latvian in 
the Wehrmacht, mail posted in civil post offices including one cover with railway mark, SS-
Fieldpost etc., all written up  300 

POW
6329  6 KRIEGSGEFANGENEN- UND LAGERPOST: MEERBECK: 1947, „Displaced Persons Mail 

Paid“ red cachet with adjacent cds. „STADTHAGEN 21.1.47“ on cover to Lübeck, fine
  80 

6330  6 KRIEGSGEFANGENEN- UND LAGERPOST: 1945/47, interesting collection with 16 cards 
and covers including Incoming mail to the Flensburg camp, several „Displaced Persons Mail 
PAID“ cachets, often with contents, mostly fine  250 

Soviet OCC. and 2nd Republic
6331  6 CANCELLATIONS: Extensive collection with approx. 750 covers, cards, postal stationery, 

forms, illustrated envelopes etc.  800 

6332  6 1945/90, extensive collection with more than 1900 items like fieldpost and censored mail, 
provisional cancellations, use of old latvian cancellations, postal stationery, registered mail, 
illustrated envelopes, special cancellations, waybill, forms, official mail, meter marks, machine 
cancellations, telegramms, illustrated telegrams etc., many items ex Harry von Hofmann 
collection  1500 

6333  6 MAIL IN EXILE: 1945/91, interesting collection of covers including Advertising letters and 
cancels, special envelopes, one album with vignettes as singles, multiples sheets and on 
covers, all in 4 albums  200 

6334  0/6 1991/2001, postfrische Sammlung inkl. Mi.-Nr. 313-16 im Dreierstreifen, dabei die mittlere 
Marke ohne Aufdruck, Mi.-Nr. 315 im Dreierstreifen mit und ohne Aufdruck auf Brief, 
außerdem einige Markenheftchen  100 

6335  6 1991/2005(ca.), very extensive collection with forms, waybill, international reply coupons, 
express shipments, provisional franked forms on lost shipments/covers from various cities 
(41 ), advice of receipt, cash on delivery, additional charges, Russian forms used up in Latvian 
time and the first Latvian telegrams. Furthermore machine cancellations (185), single 
frankings (157), mixed frankings (84), meter marks (107), special cancellations (100) also 
airmail etc.. All in all a large collection of modern Latvian postal history with more than 
2500 items  500 

6336  6 CANCELLATIONS: Extensive collection with approx. 2000 covers, cards, postal 
stationery etc.  600 
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